Gillingham & District Angling Association
Two Counties Lakes, Shaftesbury Road, Mere,
Wiltshire, BA12 6BJ

Two fresh water lakes situated on the outskirts of
Mere, with ample hard surface parking, disabled
access and a wide selection of course fish.
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The Complex has two
Lakes and with ample hard
surface parking, as well as
good disabled access to both
lakes.
Recently dug but now well
matured with lots of bank side
vegetation and far bank cover
which can hold some of the
venues bigger fish. The main lake
has been designed with plenty of
depth in the middle channel and
shallowing up across to the island
that runs the length of the lake. Most swims are around 20 meters wide, so a running line
is required if you want to fish tight across to the island.
A variety of baits will work here from corn, meat, worm, caster, maggots, and pellets with
groundbait recommended if you intend to target the venues large head of bream.

The smaller of the two lakes is more for the traditionalist angler, with tench and crucian
carp the main target fish. This lake has two small islands which tend to hold the bigger
residents in the lake. A variety of methods will work on this lake but if you want to target
the lakes shy biting crucian carp a pole approach with light lines, small hooks and dotted
floats is recommended. Similar to the main lake, most baits will work on here, but corn or
casters tend to pick out the better fish.
If targeting the tench and crucian carp, early
mornings or late evening sessions should work
best.
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Directions:
From Gillingham, head out to lawn cross roads through bay road. Once you reach the
cross road turn left, heading towards Mere. Continue along this road for a couple of miles
where you will see Two Counties Farm signposted on the right hand side.
Turn in to the entrance and immediately turn right, follow the track round, past the
camping field on your right. Go through the gate and continue to follow the track down to
the next gate way. Go through this gate way and follow the track, you will pass the
smaller of the two lakes and the track brings you into the main car park.
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